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'CIVIL ENGI~iEERING DI;:PARTMENT, I.I.T., KHARAGPUR 
- Time: 3 Hrs. , 

Autumn, 2012 ' 
Structural Engineering M.Tech, B.Tech(IY) 
Sub. No. CE41001 Marks: 50 
Sub. Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering 

Instructions: An.swer .a I.~ ·questions. 
'j 

Q.l {a) For the. conservative· multi-degree-of-freedom system, show that Rayleigh's quotient has a 
stationary v'alue in the neighbourhood· of the system eigenvector {u} r, and the stationary value is the 

assoc.ia:ted eigenvalue :A_r(r :::::1,2, .. .. ,n). . (5) 
~ .... ; i\.. < 1 "·~- 1!: '<!' ·fi . -~ ~ ~ • 

Q. 1 (b) 'calculate the fundfUUental frequency of simply supported beam, carrying three masses m1,m2, 
and m3 (see =Fig.l ), in lateral vibration by Rayleigh's method. Assume the trial vibration shape of the 
beam as tllat produced' by the weights (mig) at the three mass locations. The beam is mass less and 
flexuaral rigidity ofbe'ain i~ EI~ 9.8x105 N.m2

,· m1 = 20 kg, m2 = 30 kg, m3 = 20kg. (10) 

·'··· ,. m.t·· i , 't' ·' mz 
~ 2m -+I+-' 2m ~~ol~ 2m ~k-- 2m -lloj 

Q. 2 Th~ two stqley\shear;;Jrame spawn in Fig. 2, is subjected to a horizontal gro,u,nd motion.Xg(t). 

Determine (a) the m;daF coro'ponents of effeCtive earthquake forc~s, (b) the floor disphtcerpents fn terms 
of Dn(t) [where Dn(t)is~the n-th mode displacement component of SDOF system to xg(t)], (c) the 

storey shear re'spon~e 'in te~s of pseudo-acceleration. An (t) [An (t) is the n-th mode pseudo-acceleration 

of SDOF system to ·xg(t),] ~d (d) the base,over turning moment in terms of An (t). EI=l6S.75x105 N.m2
, 

m 1 = 1000 kg and m; = 500 'kg. (12) . , 
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Q. 3. A two-degree freedom system is shown in Fig. 3 (a). The mass m2 is acted by a force F(t) as shown 
in Fig. 3 (b). Estimate the displacement ofm2 at time instant t = 0.2s using modal analysis. Assume m1=20 
kg; m2 = 1 0 kg; k 1 = 100 N/m; k2 =50 N/m; k3 = 150N/m.. (8) 

Q.4 A beam of length L, mass per unit length m and flexural rigidity EI carries. a lumped mass Mat the 

top. The beam is supported at the bottom as sho\vn in Fig. 4. Assuming, y(x,t)=~y1 (t)+(~) 2 y2 (t), · " · , L L 
derive the equation of motion of the system. Calculate frequencies and mode shapes of this two-degree 
freedom system by assuming M= mL and rotational spring constant, f3 ~EI/L N.m/rad (8) 

Q. 5. Determine the fundamental. .frequency pf a one-storey building consisting of rigid diaphragm 
supported by three frames A,B, and C as shown in Fig. 5. The lumped- mass at the roof lever is 150 kg. 
The lateral stiffness of the frame each idealized as shear frame is k yA = k Y = 225 kN/m and 

kxB = kxc = kx = 120kN/m. {7} 
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